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IN THE NEXT ISSUE

The 1991 Issue will feature lead articles by John Carman of the Harvard University Center for the Study of World Religions and Julius Lipner of Cambridge University.

With this issue (1991), the Hindu-Christian Studies Bulletin has begun to evolve from its “Newsletter-like” beginning into a full academic journal. With this issue our Editorial Advisory Board is in place and the flow of manuscripts is sufficient to ensure one solid issue per year. Several manuscripts were rejected this year as they did not pass the two-reader evaluation process. With the next issue, we also plan to complete our change of format to something more like a usual journal and, we hope, more pleasing to the eye. We will also discontinue any free mailings and go onto a regular subscription basis. It is gratifying to receive a continuing flow of requests for the journal from all around the world.

We ask your patience with our Sanskrit diacriticals. Our current typesetting computer program cannot handle diacriticals in Roman and is incomplete in italics. This will be rectified in the next issue.

EDITORIAL POLICY

The Hindu-Christian Studies Bulletin is a scholarly journal published jointly at the Calgary Institute for the Humanities, Calgary, Canada, and at the Institute of Philosophy and Culture, Madras, India. The annual issues present articles, book reviews, viewpoint essays and news items on Hinduism and Christianity and their interrelationship based upon historical materials and contemporary experience.

Materials selected for publication will be balanced between historical research and contemporary practice, and, where possible, should employ analytical and theoretical analysis set within the context of our shared human experience. The aim of the journal is to create a worldwide forum for the presentation of Hindu-Christian scholarly studies, book reviews, and news of past and upcoming events. Contributions are invited for the next issue and should be addressed to either to the Editor or to the Co-Editor. All articles are subject to review before acceptance and may receive editorial modifications in the course of publication. For mailing addresses see below.

CORRESPONDENCE

Rest of the World to:
Dr. Harold Coward, Editor
The Calgary Institute for the Humanities
The University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4

Within India to:
Dr. Anand Amaladass, Co-Editor
Institute of Philosophy and Culture
81, Lattice Bridge Road
Thiruvanmiyur
Madras, India 600 041